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Hexatic Order and Herring-Bone Packing in Liquid Crystals
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A model is proposed for coupled bond-orientational and herring-bone pacVf~~ degrees
of freedom in layered liquid crystals. Three distinct phases are possible: isotropic,
and bond-orientationally ordered stacked hexatic with and without herring-bone order.
The transition between the two ordered phases is first order. The isotropic-hexatic
transition can be driven first order by fluctuations and becomes second order at a tricrit-
ical point. Available experimental data are consistent with our model.

PACS numbers: 64.70.Ew, 61.30.CE, 64.60.Kw

In ordinary three-dimensional (SD) systems,
melting proceeds via a first-order transition
directly from solid to liquid. Recently, there
has been a growing awareness that matters may
be different in two dimensions. In particular,
Halperin and Nelson' proposed a 2D melting
process where the solid is first transformed into
an intermediate "hexatic" phase, characterized
by short-range positional order and algebraic de-
cay of bond-orientational order. Upon further
heating, a continuous disclination unbinding tran-
sition into the isotropic liquid phase takes place.
It was soon realized that hexatic phases, with
short-range positional order and true long-range
bond-orientational order, might exist in highly
anisotropic SD systems. ' The smectic-B and
-E phases of liquid crystals, where the mole-
cules form hexagonally ordered layers, were re-
garded as potential 3D, or "stacked, "hexatics.
Very recently, x-ray studies of free-standing
films have demonstrated that the smectic-B
phase of one material, n-hexyl-4'-n-pentyloxy-
biphenyl-4-carboxylate (65OBC), is indeed a
stacked hexatic. ' Ig addition to the hexagonal
pattern of diffuse spots which is the signature of
the hexatic phase, Pindak et al. observed some-
what broader peaks corresponding to correlations
in the molecular orientations about their long
axes. The positions of these peaks indicate that
locally, the molecules are packed according to
a herring-bone scheme. ~

The x-ray work' and subsequent specific-heat
measurements' showed that in 65OBC, the tran-
sition from the smectic-B to the smectic-A
phase, with isotropic intralayer correlations, is
continuous. Contrary to expectations that the
critical behavior here should be He like, a large
and positive specific-heat exponent (o. =0.64)
was found. As the temperature is decreased in
the hexatic phase, a first-order transition into
a crystalline phase with long-range herring-bone

order (smectic E) takes place.
Because of the x-ray evidence for unusually

strong local herring-bone order in both the
smectic-A and -B phases of 65OBC, we have
formulated a model for a liquid crystal with
coupled herring-bone and bond-orientational de-
grees of freedom. With this model, it is pos-
sible to understand the peculiar critical behavior
at the smectic-A. -hexatic transition. In this
paper, we describe our model, explore its phase
diagram within mean-field theory, and show how

fluctuations substantially alter the mean-field re-
sults.

The local order parameter associated with
bond-orientational order is defined' by 4'(r)
= exp[i6y(r)] where g is the bond-angle field de-
fined in Fig. 1(a). To obtain also a convenient
measure for herring-bone order, we recall that
three orientationally inequivalent herr ing-bone
patterns can be superposed on a triangular lat-
tice' [Fig. 1(b) j. Furthermore, each of these

(b)

FlG. 1. The two coupled order parameters necessary
to describe liquid crystals like 65OBC. (a) Shows how

the lines joinirg the centers of neighboring molecules
define a bond-orientation ~~pie |~t~ with respect to a ref-
erence axis. (b} Shows the three possible herring-bone
orientations and how the ~~le bebveen the axis along

which nearest neighbors have parallel body orientations
and the reference direction define the herring-bone
angle y.
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may be translated over a lattice vector to pro-
duce a different herring-bone pattern, though
with the same orientation. Consequently, the
herring-bone order parameter for a triangular
lattice is a three-component spin variable. ' How-
ever, smectic-A and stacked-hexatic fluids are
characterized by a finite in-plane positional cor-
relation length $. There are no means to decide
whether two orientationally equivalent herring-
bone patterns, superposed on two regions sepa-
rated by r & $, have been translated with respect
to one another. Thus, as long as we do not study
solidification, it is sufficient to describe local

herring-bone order by C (r) = expI 2iy(r) ], where

q, defined in Fig. 1(b), gives the angle between
the local herring-bone axis and a reference di-
rection.

Recall now that the hexatic is sixfold symmet. -.

ric, while rotating a herring-bone pattern by 180'
leaves it unchanged. Consequently, the Ginzburg-
Landau free energy E which describes the prob-
lem of coupled herring-bone and hexatic degrees
of freedom should be invariant with respect to
the transformations y(r) —y(r) +n~ and p(r) —y(r)
+m(2v/6) where n and m are integers. Thus, to
lowest order in + and 4,

z/u, r= Jd'~&kl vol'+2~, lel'+~, lel'+-,'Ivc'I'+-,'~,
l c I'+~, lc'I'+~l CI'Iel'+@Re(e+c")).

= o./v =0.03,

A.„=1 ——,'d ——,
' q+X, = 0.36+ 0(e'),

(3a)

(3b)

The condition for thermodynamic stability of I'
is (if ~=0)

I 4/3 ((44/3/3)g ~ 1/3 (2)

Free-energy functionals similar to E are rele-
vant not only to liquid crystals, ' but also to mono-
layers of diatomic molecules, ' and to magnetic
systems with two coupled spin degrees of free-
dom,

We first discuss the mean-field phase diagram.
For u =0 and h = 0, Eq. (1) simply represents two
decoupled xy models, and the resulting phase dia-
gram in the r, -r, plane will include four distinct
phases (4 =C =0; 4 =0 4 y0 4 g0 C =0 4 v0 C

xO), separated by lines of second-order transi-
tions. If h ~0, one of these phases, namely that
with herring-bone but without hexatic order (+
=0, 4 wO), will be eliminated because C acts as a
field on @. Conversely, if we set g =const, E
describes a system with the symmetry of the
three-state Potts model. Since the ordering
transition in a 3D three-state Potts model is first
order, the transitions between the pure hexatic
and hexatic plus herring-bone phases should be
first order. Within mean-field theory, the transi-
tion lines between the isotropic and ordered phas-
es remain second order for h &0, and terminate
together with the first-order line at a bicritical
point, as shown in Fig. 2(a).

We now discuss the fluctuation-induced cor-
rections to mean-field behavior. For h =0 and
M =0, we have two decoupled 3D xy models with
critical exponents n =-0.02, g 0.02, and v=0.67.
The renormalization group (RG) eigenvalues of h

and M at the decoupled fixed point are determined
by the method of Kadanoff and Wegner, ' giving

where'o A., =1-0.1e-0.03m'and @=4-d. So, w

is an irrelevant perturbation. To understand the
effect of 0, one finds the RG flow equations and

solves them close to the decoupled fixed point.
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FIG. 2. Mean-field (a) and fluctuation-corrected
(b) phase diagrams for a system vritb coupled hexatic
(+) and herring-bone (4) degrees of freedom. Single
and double lines denote second- and first-order transi-
tions, respectively.
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To first order in e, we have

16ujC, 2',
dl ' (1+r,) (1+r,) '

dr, 16u6K4 2M'&4" (1+r.) (1+r.) '

du /di =eu2 —40u2 K» —2te K» —gh K»y

du, /dl = eu, —40u, 'K, —2''K»,

(4a.)

(4b)

(4c)

(4d)

U2

0 h

FIG. 3. Benorrnalization-group Qow diagram for the
herring-bone coupling u 2 and the coupling 5 between
herring-bone and hexatic order. In the hatched region
the Landau-Ginsberg-Wilson free energy [ Eq. (5)] is
unstable.

/dt = Czar —16wueK» —16K'u2K» Su K» (4e)

dh/dl = eh —24hu2K»,

with K»= 1/Sw'.
The decoupled fixed point is given by r,*=r,*

', e a—n—d u, *=us*=e/40K». [The isotropic fixed

point (n = 4) is known to be unstable" if n & 3.1.]
There is no fixed point with he 0. For r, (t),r, (l)

«1, and tc = 0, Eqs. (4c) and (4f) can be integrat-
ed numerically, and the RG flow goes into the un-

stable region (see Fig. 3). This usually indicates
a first-order-phase transition. " The transition
occurs when l*- in(e/40K»h)/z„, and r, (l*) and

r, (l*) will still be small if the starting param-
eters r, and r, are «(40Kh»/e)"» ~& "~. Thus,
close to the multicritical point, fluctuations con-
vert the two second-order lines found in the
mean-field treatment [Fig. 2(a)] into first-order
lines [Fig. 2(b)].

On the other hand, if r, is small and r, is of
order unity, we can integrate out the fluctuations

in C to obtain an effective free energy functional

F.gI
= f (2l &pl'+ 2r6l +I'+uel +I»)d'r,

where r, =r, - c,h' ln(A'/r, ) and u, =u, —c,h /

r,",with c, and c,&0 and A an ultraviolet cutoff.
As long as u, &0, a second or-der phase transition
with xy-like critical behavior will occur. The
simplest means of connecting this second-order
line with the corresponding first-order line near
the multicritical point is through a tricritical
point where u, vanishes, "as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Similarly, there should be a tricritical point on
the line separating the isotropic from the herring-
bone plus hexatic phases.

We now discuss the relevance of our model to
real hexatic liquid crystals, in particular 65OBC.
Firstly, the unusual specific-heat exponent a,

„

= 0.64 observed at the smectic-A-hexatic transi-
tion can be explained in terms of this transition
occurring near the tricritical point in Fig. 2(b).
The discrepancy between n,„zand the 3D Gaus-
sian value, n =0.5, is not significant in the con-
text of experiments on tricritical behavior in sys-
tems other than He, -He4 mixtures: for example,

=0.5V in NH4Cl Bnd 0.65 in FeC
the existence of the tricritical point, experiments
should be performed on mixtures of 65OBC with
similar compounds, for example V5OBC, where
phase separation is unlikely.

In summary, we have presented a theory for
stacked hexatics which takes into account the
tendency of the anisotropic liquid-crystal mole-
cules towards forming a close-packed herring-
bone array. Our model will yield qualitatively
different results in two rather than three dimen-
sions, "and consequently, we are looking for-
ward to x-ray scattering studies of both thin
films and surface layers of bulk 65OBC. Finally,
the coupling of herring-bone order to density
fluctuations and the possibility of a noncrystal-

'

line smectic phase with long-range herring-bone
order remain to be investigated.
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